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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
As women entering the world of medicine it is up to us to #beboldforchange. To advocate for ourselves, for
equal pay and for training programs that support us as doctors and mothers in the future. Our medical
community is filled with empowered, intelligent women (and men!) with something to say about women's
rights as human rights.
Incidentally, you'll find throughout this issue of The Medic that contributions from the ladies far outweigh
those from the boys. Why does it feel as though throughout medical school women are (arguably) leading
the race and then seemingly tripped up later down the track. Why am I losing sleeping over how I am going
to "fit everything in"? When really, we should be asking the medical profession how they are going to
support us to do so! Why am I still hearing crazy stories about certain specialities requiring women trainees
to prove they are on long-term contraception?! Rumour or truth, that notion shouldn't be in the universe.
Recently, TIME magazine presented its 100 most influential people. The acceptance speech from actress
Viola Davis really resonated with me. She declared that women ""need to stop apologizing and step into our
power, and understand that in whatever we do, we deserve to be there". Author Sloane Crosby for the New
York Times wrote "sorrys are taking up airtime that should be used for making logical, declarative
statements, expressing opinions and relaying accurate impressions of what we want." And how right they
both are! We shouldn't be saying sorry for being present and passionate. Others should be the ones who are
sorry for ever underestimating or overlooking our worth and for hindering our potential!
I hope you enjoy this issue of The Medic. Huge thank you so much to everybody who contributed. We hope
to hear more from the boys later in the year!
Gabrielle Brailsford (Med IV)
Editor

WOMEN AT SEA
Brooke Mason
Brooke Mason is not only one of our very own fourth year medical students. She is also
officially the best female surfer in Tasmania. Here, she shares a recent experience that
brought to light inequality in a sport she is such a champion for.
Surfing is what keeps my pecker up and to keep me sane through med school I like to try and
squeze my as much surfing as I can. In March I traveled to Marrawah in the west coast of Tasmania
to compete in the second state round for the Tasmanian surfing titles. This was the 7th time I've
ventured to the Wild West for the comp and it's usually a real adventure hold onto your hat, hold
onto the sheep, there goes your tent kind of stuff. But this year it was almost as if Marrawah forgot
who it was and we were lucky enough to get surprisingly pristine conditions very calm and balmy
weather.
I went in the open women's event and the open men's and was lucky enough to come away with the
win in the women's and make the quarter finals in the men's division. This year it dawned on me
that there was a real disparity in the prize pool and representation of the female division and it
probably had been like this for some years but I finally decided I would say something about it. The
male winner received $1000 cash and a bag of Ripcurl clothing and the female winner recieved a
goody bag as well but no cash and I though it was a bit rich, or not rich so to speak. So I spoke
about it on abc radio about it as I had a bit of a hangover still from international woman's day and
it created a stir and the Surfing body in Tasmania agreed to work towards fixing this inequity.
what I was trying to do was show that there are still disparities even on a local level in terms of
gender equality. But it was taken personally by many people that thought I was singling them out
and complaining about my prizes and shouldn't I just surf for the fun of it. But the thing is, women
like to be taken seriously too.
The backlash I received from speaking up almost made me wish I hadn't said something. I was
scared people would think I was a complainer. Then I thought to myself what if Helen Reddie hadn't
sung 'I am women' and what if Julia Gillard ran away when things got tough and how the hell did
the first few female doctors get through med school. By being game changers.

This is a real quote from a friend of mine. Said to her by a male colleague during our first year
orientation. Some believe that sexism in medicine is a thing of the past, but whilst female medical
student numbers are ever increasing and perceptions of females in the medical profession are
improving, sexism is still rife. Take for example, a ward-based tutorial in which you are assessing a
patient’s GCS score. The registrar looks at you and a female peer and says ‘you’re unlikely to elicit a
pain response in this patient with your girly hands’. Another senior clinician gives you a lecture
about a certain type of endovascular graft and digresses to mention that all the women who make
the grafts in the factory are female. He asks you why you think this may be, and then proceeds to
tell you that it’s because females are better at mundane tasks, because they can sit around and talk
about their shopping. You have a lecture from a different senior clinician, who shows you a graph
about fracture risk in relation to age, pointing out an obvious increase in fracture risk in young
males. He explains that this is due to young males getting involved in contact sports such as soccer,
while young girls stand near the sidelines too scared to go near the ball, something he claims to
witness firsthand as the coach of his son’s soccer team. A fellow male classmate explains to a
tutorial group that the reason there are more male surgeons than females is because women aren’t
as ambitious as men. These are all real scenarios from our university cohort. When discussing these
incidents with my peers, many believe that these incidents are harmless, that the clinician in
question didn’t mean to cause offense, and I wonder if maybe I’m being a raging feminist. But this is
the problem. Incidents such as these are exactly what underlie sexism in our future profession and
undermine female clinicians. Comments that are too minor to be reported, that aren’t worth
worrying about, that ‘didn’t mean to cause offense’ are continuing to perpetuate sexism, and need to
be addressed. How do we address these issues though? Reporting seems the obvious course of
action, but one only needs to read the case of Dr Caroline Tan to see the issues with this system.
Tan is an Australian neurosurgeon who was sexually assaulted by a senior colleague; she reported
this to the head of department who told her ‘what do you expect when you dress the way you do?’
Her colleagues then undermined her and the senior neurosurgeon in question claimed that Tan
made up the allegations to excuse a short period of poor performance. We need to continue to
change the culture around how we perceive women in medicine. It seems that subtle sexism is
becoming the norm but this shouldn’t be the case. Speak up, and get help. The journey to becoming
a doctor needn’t be harder than it is already.

"You’re going to
have to suck a lot of
dick if you want to
become a female
surgeon"

by Emily Mackrill

WOMEN OF TALENT

JASMINE ARK
MED IV

MY NAVY LIFE
Abby Telfer

Second year student Abby Telfer writes about her journey to becoming an
undergraduate Medical Officer in the Navy.
I have always been interested in a career with the defence forces. The thought of being challenged, both
mentally and physically in a unique, team environment was appealing. After leaving school I came very close to
joining the Gap year program, but I decided to go backpacking instead. After my gap year, life took me on a
number of different paths - but none that aligned with a career in the defence forces. It wasn’t until I received
my offer to study Medicine that I started to reconsider joining the military.
I began researching my options last year and found out that I would be eligible for sponsorship from the Navy
or Airforce after completing one year of Medicine (note - the Army requires students to complete the first two
years of their degree before applying). I started the application process in June and was really impressed by how
supportive the recruitment centre was. I completed an IQ test and interview, as well as psychological and
medical assessments here in Hobart. I then had to wait to be informed if I would be progressed to the next stage
of recruitment, the Officer Selection Board.
Fortunately, I was offered the chance to sit a selection board for both the Navy and Airforce, right in the middle
of the exam period of course. The Officer Selection Board is a full day interview, run individually by each service.
My first selection board, which was for the Navy, was held in Melbourne in October. I remember sitting in my
hotel room the night before and feeling sick with nerves. Not knowing what to expect was very daunting. The
board was challenging. It involved a wide range of activities including an essay, a group debate, an impromptu
speech and a 60-minute interview in front of a very intimidating panel covering everything from military history
to geography and current affairs.
I received a phone call about 4 weeks later – just as I was about to head out to sea on a sailing trip. I had been
offered a job as an undergraduate Medical Officer in the Navy. I couldn’t believe it! It had all happened so fast. I
completed basic training in Jervis Bay in December. All of a sudden I was marching around in a military uniform,
saluting people and being called Ma’am.
It was very surreal. I am recognised as a full-time employee of the Navy and get an annual salary whilst I study,
which will increase each year. This has allowed me to move into the new student apartments and means that I
no longer have to deal with Centrelink! My tuition fees are all paid for by the Navy as well as my textbooks and
medical equipment. I also receive rental assistance and free healthcare. In the holidays I have the opportunity to
gain work experience at bases across Australia, and am required to complete a 2-week training block each year.
After completing my internship and residency years I will be required to work for the Navy for 5 years.
I couldn’t be happier about my decision to pursue a career in the Navy. I look forward to travelling around the
world, serving the nation, gaining a wide range of new skills and being exposed to some unique areas of
medicine. If you are someone who likes being challenged and pushed out of your comfort zone then I would
highly recommend applying for sponsorship through one of the services!

STARTING FRESH
Nikki Burton
First year student Nikki Burton sheds a positive light on repeating
a year. When life gives you lemons...
The 90s movie Groundhog Day has a review score of 96% on Rotten Tomatoes.
I know – I was shocked too. Because I’m going to be honest – I dreaded the possibility of failing my first year of
uni and coming back to repeat a year. After my first bad mark, I became convinced that I couldn’t actually pull
this whole thing off.
There’s a saying about marriage that the first year is the hardest year (judging from my second and third year
friends, I’m going to put a disclaimer here that maybe this isn’t exactly true for med – but you get the idea).
While we aren’t exactly getting married or anything, the MBBS does take a level of commitment that will
probably make your partner question who exactly you’re in a relationship with – them or some Robbins guy. But
like any good romance, I think it’s worth fighting for. So, here are some of the cooler things I’ve learnt so far
during my repeat year (besides what I was meant to learn last year).
• You do your degree at your own pace. So many more people repeat a year than you realise – and the world
doesn’t end like you thought it was going to if you have to repeat too.
• The people in med are going to be some of the best you ever come across.
• You become way more interested than you were before. As soon as I found myself struggling, I also found
myself struggling to remember why I even wanted to do med. But when you aren’t just scraping through your
degree, you get to be curious, and you remember why you want to be here.
• Repeating has a really positive effect on you. You gain a LOT of confidence. And motivation. You suddenly
become okay with sitting at the front of lecture theatres. You become okay with harassing asking the
demonstrators with a list of questions you came prepared with. Your study habits get a lot better, and you find
out what strategies work for you.
• Make sure you’re doing the self-care thing. Seriously. For me it’s buying a bunch of flowers on the weekend.
Don’t lose sight of your life outside uni.
• Lecturers don’t disappear into thin air after lectures. They go buy sushi for lunch. And they answer emails.
Outline your goals, come prepared, ask questions, contact them if you’re unsure about something – make the
most of the time they invest into teaching you. Exams are there for you to challenge yourself and to show you
where you’re at, and your lecturers, tutors and demonstrators want to help you. They are the BEST resource you
have.
• Get involved! There are so many opportunities on offer to you throughout the year – I seriously recommend you
do not miss out on taking full advantage.
• In my opinion, any excuse to have an extra Medball/Rural Week/chance to sneak into Medcamp party/year of
TUMSS card discounts is a good one.
To everyone repeating, good luck for the rest of the year. We’ve got this.

SEE-SAW
ellen dunbabin
Our resident rap goddess and 4th year Launceston Clinical School student Ellen reflects on
starting her clinical years.
I remember the anticipation. The belly dropping change in direction on the see saw. Am I going to hit the
ground? Are my kick arse, light up, lace ups going smash into the earth at a force strong enough to cause a
strobe effect in the park?
Starting fourth year has been a similar feeling minus the light up sneakers. For me, the first three years of
medicine were the warm up. They were the fruit box years. I was comfortable slurping knowledge up. Stomping
on the exams with the energy that only comes knowing it’s the end of another year. This year on the other hand
is the espresso year. A change in direction. Another up down on the see saw.
I would like to stress that I am in no way complaining about the blissful unspoken tradition that registrars (yes
I now know what they are) buy students coffee. I personally think it is better than the ole sneaky bulk bill by Bill
your local GP. The espresso year has already lifted the bar in my responsibilities. It has been a breath of fresh
air being involved and a little less furniture-esc.
Receiving responsibility and being involved in the hospital community is proving to be a wonderful
development. For the first time I am no longer thinking of medicine as a month. December 2018 (My predicted
graduation if all things go swimmingly). I can now see the road ahead. BEEP BEEP! Call me the roadrunner. The
road walker if I am on a ward because running is dangerous and ward clerks will bleed you.
The future no longer seems an abstract concept. The future in medicine is about developing to become a better
practitioner regardless of what a piece of paper says. Watching the passionate people in the hospital
community in their various roles makes you appreciate that a medical degree keeps you in contact with the
parts of humanity that are raw and personal. It may seem naïve to only realise this now. Maybe I am finally
getting comfortable with the morbid.
Over the last few weeks I have jumped on my see saw half drunk in a coffee haze swinging my stethoscope
rodeo style in the hopes of one day taking off and spreading my wings in my unknown speciality with my
unknown path of unknown goals and desires. I begin with Monday ‘Just do a full ankle exam and write up the
notes’ ‘no worries’ I proceed to poke the patient with a neuro tip Tuesday ‘You do know how to scrub properly?’
‘Iodone this too many times to count’ I scrub and open the door with my hands. Wednesday ‘Can you
Cannulate ?’ ‘ pfffft’ Well last year I accidently stuck a needle in my forehead. It was a clean needle stick injury
though. Thursday ‘Just change the babies nappy and give them a feed’ ‘I am all over this like placenta risotto at
a new age café’ The squishy moving blob has done a shat. I repeat I have A SHAT ON MY HAND. Friday is
espresso martini day
But sometimes I wish they sold fruit boxes.

Part 1: Stop Falling Asleep
At Your Desk
THE AYAME OCHI HONOURS JOURNEY
Ayame Ochi, honours student and Menzies gatekeeper, gives us an insight in to the mysterious
world of honours.
Introduction
Honours is a mysterious world and still not much is
known in the MBBS. On a nearly daily basis I am
asked, “so, ah, what’s it like?” or “uhm, what do you
actually do?”. To answer these poorly understood
concepts, I decided it would be useful to provide you
with a series of my time in the Bachelor of Medical
Science with Honours (BMedSciHons).
Hypothesis
My hypothesis is that hopefully this will shed some
light on whether this is the year for you, but it may
also resemble a pathological process- you can come to
your own conclusions. *Disclaimer: this represents the
experience of a clinical project, not a lab-based project.
The author holds no responsibility if you are inspired,
go into Honours, then hate the lab.
Method
My project is a follow up of patients who have had
surgical aortic valve replacements. Currently I am
focusing on perioperative factors affecting
bioprosthetic degeneration such as renal dysfunction
and atherosclerotic risk factors. It’s the age-old
question of mechanical versus bioprosthetic that I
know we all ask. Menzies arrival time is 7:30am for
personal best results, but if you want to not come in at
all and work from home this is also allowed. A small,
dark desk has been provided in MS1 L3 (Figure 1).
Daily coffee is required. Fortunately there is ample
supply of instant coffee and UHT milk provided in
MS1 L3. The deadline for the thesis intro is April 27th.
Writing the thesis intro involves reading lots of journal
articles, deciding if they are good or crap, writing stuff
about what you read and what you thought, then
reading more. Please see appendix A for my favourite
articles I have stumbled upon (not necessarily related
to my intro)
Results
The first few weeks of Honours have provided mixed
results to answer the question “So… Ah… Are you
enjoying it…?”: - There is a total population of 31
BMedSciHons students. 19.3% (n=6) are MBBS students.
This is not significant (p = 0.06). - 87.1% (n=27) of
Honours students are based on level 5. This results in
some loneliness, but there are nice PhD students to
keep me company. - Coffee does not necessarily help
you stay awake. I have recorded 3 times I have fallen
asleep at my desk. This is likely significant (p
<0.000001). - When new guidelines come out on an
integral component of your intro it makes you very
grumpy.

Discussion
Although the results sound negative, there are some
confounding factors that I include in my multivariate
analysis including being allowed to go sit in the sun
whenever I want, not being in LT1/2, meeting lots of
nice new people, knowing lots about a topic I really
love, being an independent thinker, and wearing
whatever I want. It’s a bummer when you go into a
meeting and you say nothing intelligent, but it’s
great when you feel like you’re onto something and
your supervisor say, “mmm, yes, interesting”.
Limitations This article has been written prior to my
ethics being approved. Whether it gets through or
not will be factored into the next multivariate in Part
II.
Conclusion
When we factor all variables into the multivariate
analysis of Honours the results so far are quite good.
The most important factor being high levels of
excitement about the project (p <0.00001) and what
we will find. Hopefully I am still enthusiastic in part
II. Appendix A Breithaupt-Grogler K, Ling M, Belz
GG. Protective effect of chronic garlic intake on
elastic properties of aorta in the elderly. Circulation.
197;96(8):2649-55. For all you chronic garlic lovers,
lucky for you because this article says it’s great for
your aorta! Hawkins RB, Frischtak HL, Kron IL,
Ghanta RK. Premature Bioprosthetic Aortic Valve
Degeneration Associated with Allergy to GalactoseAlpha-1,3-Galactose. Journal of Cardiac Surgery.
2016;31(7):446-8. This guy ate a hamburger, became
allergic to meat, and then attacked his own valve
(made from pig). The worst way to become
vegetarian.

DEPRESSION:
LET'S TALK
tash Abeysekera

You have always been a high achiever. Great grades, buzzing social life, a plethora of extracurricular activities
and a supportive home environment. And then all your hard work pays off with admission into a medical
program. Exciting, right? This is what you’ve been waiting for, the end goal is so close now. And I mean you were
the top of your school – always the one people would ask for help, it should be easy. But it is not. You slip, you fall
and now you can’t seem to get up. What do you do?
The 2017 World Health Day theme is Depression: Let’s talk and this is a topic of all too much importance for
medical students. Although still rife in the general population, the medical community consistently has higher
rates of mental health issues. But how bad is it really? Well, let’s look at the stats : • 1 in 5 medical students in the
last 12 months have had suicidal ideations • 1 in 2 medical students suffers from emotional exhaustion • ~20% of
medical students have been diagnosed with depression Scary stuff, huh? But surely medical students are well
informed, logical and rational individuals who would seek help if there was an issue. The answer unfortunately is
no, they wouldn’t. A survey found 40% of medical students to believed stigmatised attitudes existed regarding
physicians with mental health issues. Consequently, there is reluctance in seeking help in fear of discrimination
with academic and future employment prospects.
So, what do we do? I’m not going to list a seemingly never ending list of self-care activities but I encourage each
of you to recognise the signs of anxiety, depression and other mental health conditions. More so, I urge you to
recognise that while you may be achieving high results but are losing motivation, interest and enjoyment in not
only medicine but external medical activities – seek help. Medical school does NOT mean you should be unhappy.
It does NOT mean you should be constantly stressed and sleep deprived. It does NOT mean you should be crying
constantly. There will be times where medicine will be challenging – it’s a difficult career and that should be
expected. You should however NOT be expected to be in a constant state of distress. You deserve to be happy,
healthy and enjoying life. Learn the signs, seek help and act.
If you have any concerns about yourself or a colleague and are unsure of how to act, I urge you to contact either
myself or Dr. Emma Warnecke. We are here to support you. Don’t suffer in silence. Tash TUMSS Student Welfare
Officer welfare@tumss.org.au

Electives

DO use your MDA National membership to access The
Electives Network
DO use your Avant membership for free personal travel
insurance for yourself and travel partner (not just for
electives!)
DO start thinking about where you would like to go early!
DO apply to more than one place
DO ask people who have been there before what they REALLY
thought
DO harrass administration staff in foreign countries

BARBADOS
Paediatrics Elective
Heather McGushin

Barbados is an Eastern Caribbean Island with a population of 278,000. It became an Independent British
Commonwealth nation in 1966. The island is 439 sq km’s (155x smaller than Tasmania). Despite being a small
nation and having a gross national income per capita a third of Australia, Barbados has a very good health
system. The WHO ranked Barbados health system 46/190 (Australia is 32/190). The life expectancy in Barbados
is 78 years, and there are 1.21 physicians per 1000 people.
Barbados is what you would call a “second-world” country. The health system is free, and offers most specialties,
but the hospital was under resourced and the standard of care, and beds per room is not what we would see at
home in Australia. The under-five mortality rate of 18 per 1000 live births, the main causes being congenital
abnormalities (24%), birth asphyxia (15%), prematurity (14%), acute respiratory infections (11%). In general, the
biggest health issues in Barbados are vector-borne diseases (Zika, malaria, dengue), obesity, and asthma. HIV
remains an issue in Barbados with 0.9 per cent of 15-49 year olds positive. During my time at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital, Bridgetown the biggest health issues I came across were acute exacerbations of asthma,
sickle cell crisis, gastroenteritis, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis.
I found my time in the hospital quite hard due to the hierarchical practice of medicine in Barbados. I felt like I
did not belong, and struggled to know my place in hierarchical medicine. Whilst there is a hierarchy in medicine
in Australia, I have never felt fear and discomfort in approaching a consultant. I found one of the biggest things
that created such a power imbalance was the use of titles, I respect that with time and training you have a
greater pool of knowledge to draw on, but I find using titles causes unfamiliarity in the work place and an
inherent inequality between students, junior staff, and consultants. I found that this inequality did not allow for
team work, and created an inefficient and lower standard of care for patients as essentially junior staff members
were secretaries who were too scared to ask questions, and offer opinions.
Another hard thing was the management of social health. During my time on the ward there were four social
patients. Two patients who were sexually assaulted, awaiting a clearance from social work before they could be
sent home (one girl ended up being on the ward for two weeks); and two babies waiting to be housed (one baby
had been in for a month already). The two girls who were victims of sexual assault were not being treated for
anything medically, but it was protocol for them to be seen by social work before being discharged. One girl was
in for two weeks, which happened to be over the period of her year 10 exams (which added to the stress of her
situation). Neither girl had been assaulted by a family member, and their houses were safe places for them to be
discharged too. I found the management of these two girls distressing, as it amplified the situation, and further
disrupted their social life. The two babies who were awaiting social services to find housing I found even more
upsetting, they would get very little human contact, and there was no set plan for how long this process would
take. Whilst it appeared the consultant and junior doctors were concerned for the welfare of these children, each
case was more of an annoyance to them. This made me consider what would happen in a situation like this in
Australia, and is something I will look into. I found the management of social issues was rarely addressed or as
seen above poorly managed. I think this was mainly due to underfunding of these areas, so there are not the
allied health services, and social supports to help manage.
I was surprised by how much asthma I saw, and during one of the rare moments my consultant asked if I had
any questions, I asked why the prevalence was so high. She was not sure why but the Barbadian population were
genetically more susceptible to asthma and the outpatient management was poor so a lot of patients have acute
exacerbations (I even saw a few patients have two admissions for exacerbation during the four weeks I was
there).
Barbados has a number areas of health management that could be improved, although given the limited funding
the level of health care provided is admirable. The main areas for improvement I can see is mostly around
primary care, and creating better doctor-patient relationships to allow patients to improve their health literacy
and take ownership for their own health.
Overall the experience I gained at the QEH was invaluable, although not quite the hands on and procedural
experience I had been hoping for. The exposure to an alternative health system, and ways of practicing medicine
was interesting and gave me greater insight into why and how medicine is practiced the way it is in Australia.

VASAA CENTRAL HOSPITAL
FINLAND
neonatology elective
bridget dickenson
Vaasa is located on the West coast of Finland, an hour from Helsinki by plane.
During December, when I was there, the average temperature is -3 degrees and there
are approximately four hours of light per day. For this reason I found myself to be
permanently exhausted, constantly feeling like I was on night shift. Fortunately
Finnish people drink the most coffee per capita of any country in the world, a
tradition that I gladly joined in on. My short walk to and from the hospital was
beautiful, but I didn’t notice until the weekend! The benefit of course was that I
could sleep in to 11 and still watch the sun rise. The hospital itself was amazing,
beyond first world. The neonatal ward seemed a bit like a hotel, with each baby
having a suite for its parents to sleep in with a double bed, fridge, TV and coffee
machine. Parents are encouraged to stay with their baby around the clock to ensure
there is strong bonding and attachment between them, and it definitely works. All of
the parents were very switched on and up to date with the latest progress for their
baby. In Finland all doctors and medical students where scrubs and white coats, with
hospital supplied socks and Birkenstocks. Its literally like walking around at work in
pjamas and slippers, I am hoping this system is introduced to Australia at some
point. The hospital was comprised of several different buildings, connected by long
underground tunnels. When there was an emergency scooters were used to travel
through the tunnels at high speed; this was a definite highlight. I made friends with a
girl who was introduced to me as a ‘doctor,’ but was actually a medical student at
about the same level of training as me. In Finland after fourth year students can
work (and get paid!!) as doctors. They are able to prescribe and sign for tests,
basically like an intern. This seems very empowering and a great way to learn,
although also a little bit scary. For example, there is always one junior doctor on call
overnight. If there is an emergency like an obstetric code, they are the one to attend
and perform resuscitation if required. In Tasmania there is always a registrar on call
to have this responsibility, which seems a lot safer to me. On the weekends I got to
experience a lot of

THE HISTORY OF

GREENER PASTURES?
For some, the prospect of leaving Hobart is daunting and undesirable.
For others, its an opportunity to spread their wings. But either way,
we can't all stay. From North to South, our fourth year students
reflect on where they have ended up.

RURAL CLINICAL SCHOOL
BURNIE
by Freya Bleatham

I thought pretty carefully about which clinical school I
would go to and I'm really glad I chose the RCS!
The school:
Really supportive. There are so many staff members
and they all learn your name from week one. They're
really passionate about students enjoying and getting
the most out of their clinical years and their time in
Burnie. The building itself is super nice. There's heaps
of study space and computers (and a table tennis
table!). There is also a constant supply of
tea/coffee/milo and milk and usually some kind of
snack when you're hungry (fruit, toast, leftovers from
the very frequent events). There is also a really
extensive herb garden and heaps of blueberry bushes
which are dripping with fruit for the first few weeks.
•The staff really go out of their way to help e.g. you
need someone to mark you for a procedure simulation
form, you need help finding an elective, you need a
doctors appointment etc.
There's a lovely sense of community amongst the
students. Both years hang out together often.
•Sometimes I feel like we get money and free food
thrown at us here! It's great!

The hospital:
I haven't met a single mean/scary person yet. There's a
big emphasis on teaching and the staff all seem to
actually genuinely like students... They all try and learn
your names in the first day. Most seem to have a good
idea about what we need to know/practice and go out
of their way to find you good clinical experiences. We
often get to do clinics one on one with consultants
which is great. Once you spend time with any of the
staff they will always give you a wave or hello if you
pass them in the corridor, even weeks later. The
patients love students! They're all really happy for you
to practice any history/examination/procedural skills. •
I've found it quite easy to get involved in research
projects/get contacts for electives and things like that
because you get to know your team quite well. There
are quite a few locums which is actually really great
because they often come from big interstate hospitals
so have lots of experience and knowledge. It's also
great as far as getting contacts in hospitals all over
Australia!
Burnie:
The NW coast itself is so beautiful! When the weather
was really good we would go to the beach every day
after uni. There were so many to choose from. There is
some really good bushwalking and mountain biking.
Lots of students surf too. There are some really nice
cafes and restaurants, although obviously not as many
options as in Hobart. I was worried about there not
being much going on but there are lots of social sports,
RCS events, local performing arts events, farmers
markets, quiz night, uni accommodation events, and
parties thrown by students. You also get quite close
with the interns and I've even been to dinner with the
registrars on my current rotation.

Accommodation
I live in the Atrium Apartments and really love it. It's
$30/week (50 for ensuite) and all
water/electricity/internet is included. It's also fully
furnished and they are really quick to replace anything
that's not working or send in e.g plumbers asap. There
are 2 communal BBQ areas which are really nice. It's
right next to the cradle coast utas campus which is
great if you don't like studying at home. It also has a
small unigym inside. It's a 20 minute walk to the
hospital which is another reason I like it because I like
being able to walk to uni in the morning!
The neighbourhood is really nice and quiet. There's a
well-stocked IGA down the road but town is only 5
minutes' drive away.
Downsides:
It's far from Hobart where my family and boyfriend
(and pets!) are but it hasn't been as hard as I thought it
would be. Lots of people are in the same boat here so
it's not too bad! There's usually someone going back to
Hobart for some reason or another most weekends so
it's easy to lift share.
The night life in Burnie is not as good as in Hobart. It is
pretty cool to fill a room of the club with just all your
friends though!
Driving between Mersey and NWRH can be annoying.
You are given petrol money though which can be
lucrative if you lift share! There is accommodation in
Latrobe if you're there for consecutive days.
Some rotations can be a little quiet (e.g paeds if you're
doing it during summer) but there's lots more time for
teaching and it makes it easier to maintain some work
life balance! Having said that, if you really want to get
a lot out of each rotation you can and the registrars
and consultants are really responsive if you're keen to
do extra stuff!
I don't know if all of this is exclusive to Burnie but I
would highly recommend it and have enjoyed it so
much!

BURNIE FOR DUMMIES
by Harriet Morris-Baguley

When I made the decision that the RCS was going to be the place for me to study in 2017, I was faced with a
daunting prospect: I was convinced that I was going to be bored to tears in my spare time. However after just a
few short months of living it up on the North-West Coast, I can wag a chastising finger at my past self. I
therefore, with very little authority, present to you my beginner’s guide to Burnie. **Disclaimer: the key word is
BEGINNER. Please refer to a proper local for the comprehensive guide to Burnie.
Food & Caffeine
As we all know, if there’s one thing medical students love, it’s coffee; the sweet elixir of life, and more often than
not the only thing making attendance at your 8 am ward round possible. However, coffee is also an ideal treat for
lazy weekends, and that’s why brunch was invented. Thankfully, sweet little Burnie town more than holds it’s own
in this department. For those interested in living at the Atrium Apartments, you’ll be lucky enough to have Secret
Buddha just down the road. Set next to the local garden centre, there’s great food and coffee in a cute spot. In
town, crowd favourite the Chapel (unsurprisingly, a cool converted chapel) never disappoints, and Palate is also
well worth a look. If you like your coffee with a side of adventure, Wynyard, Penguin, and Ulverstone provide both
brunch spots and an excuse for a scenic drive.
Drinks
I choose not to call this section “Night Life” because, if I’m honest, the scene up here is in need of a little CPR.
However, there are a few fun places to spend some quality time with your mates after-hours. The Chapel scores
another mention here, turning into a very cool and popular bar/restaurant on Friday Nights. Another favourite of
current Burnie students is the Otis Room, a venue set on three different levels in a converted theatre that comes
complete with a couple of pool tables. We’re also guilty of indulging in the odd Thursday night pub quiz at the
Beach Hotel.
Farmer’s Markets
If you’re a fresh-produce fan, then the North-West coast will satisfy all of your leafy green needs. There are
Farmer’s markets on every weekend, taking place in Burnie, Wynyard, and Ulverstone. If weird knick-knacks are
more your speed, then head along the Penguin Farmer’s market for a giant shed-full of oddities.
Outside Activities
One of the best things about living in Burnie is the multitude of spectacular beaches at your feet. There’s nothing
better than spending a lazy weekend afternoon with your friends by the ocean, which seems to be significantly
warmer up here than in Hobart, because I can actually bear swimming in it. The downside of this is that if you
have any surfer friends, you’ll have to cope with listening to them talking about kowabunga conditions non-stop.
There are also beautiful lookouts, walking tracks, and access to some of Tassie’s best National Park areas. All in
all, plenty of reasons to take that “much-needed” study break.

LAUNCESTON
CLINICAL SCHOOL
by Phillip Rothschild
*Why I am very happy with Launnie despite choosing it as a distant second preference for 4th year*
Hi Medic! My name is Philip and I am currently in fourth year at the Launceston Clinical School. Many of you
are probably wondering what the significance of the different Clinical Schools is, but it's not that far away! You
have to submit your preferences only a few months into third year, despite having no idea what the different
clinical schools are really like.
I 'got sent' to Launnie despite my preferences in third year being Hobart 1, Launnie 2, and Burnie 3. Many of my
reasons for putting Hobart first at the time probably weren't evidenced based, but having been at the LCS for
about 2 months now, I can provide an evidence based response to them. I won't write a great deal about Burnie
as that distant phenomenon never really entered the picture for me!
Reasons why I wanted to stay in Hobart:
A) Firstly, being a born and bred Melbourner, I figured that I would go wherever there were the most patients, so
that I could have some big hospitals (read: the RHH) to put on my CV for when I applied to move back to Melby.
B) Hobart was small enough and I didn't want anything smaller. I like the hustle and bustle of larger cities, so
why would I move away from the capital of Tassie?
C) As well as this, I had heard that the Launceston Clinical School staff were really intense with marking
attendance at lectures, and I didn't want to "go back to prison" - prison being high school. I like my freedom!
D) And lastly, I couldn't be bothered moving house over the holidays. I had picked up too much stuff and moving
it to a different city takes a huge amount of effort, plus it cuts into that valuable valuable holiday time. You
need to look for a new house as well as move everything across - who could be bothered. May as well stay where
you are (which was Hobart).
After:
It is now a couple months into 4th year, and I can honestly say that although nothing is perfect, I have really
enjoyed Launceston. I will now respond to my earlier thoughts, with the benefit of hindsight.
A) I wanted to go wherever was best for the CV. In hindsight, I feel that there isn't a huge amount of different
between Launceston and Hobart in this regard. While the Royal Hobart Hospital is larger, the staff to patient
ratio is reportedly not that great. There are pros and cons either way. If you are a big CV buff though, I will note
that past LCS students have gone on to get internships back in Victoria, whilst Hobart students (including a
past TUMSS president - not recently though) have sometimes struggled to even get an internship back in
Hobart. In addition, Launceston sets up it's students with researchers, and getting some publications under your
name early can be a massive boost to the CV!
B) I didn't want anything smaller than Hobart, social wise. Even though the social scene in Hobart isn't
enormous, it will always pull rank over Launnie here. Launnie does have a collection of bars and that, but it is
still smaller than Hobart. However, you will probably appreciate the time to relax on the weekend, and if you and
your mates really want a drink it is there for you.
C) I didn't want to go to prison (a.k.a. the LCS). How very wrong I was. The LCS does indeed require you to
attend 80% of lectures/tyres etc, but there is a big 'but' to add here. The only attendance marked events is on
Tuesday, where there are some pretty good workshops given by some really decent and very competent
consultants. It's worth showing up. In addition, even if you don't want to show up, just send them an email saying
"you're sick" and they won't mark you as absent for that day. In addition, the LCS has been absolutely great in
granting me leave to attend events in Hobart and interstate. In short, they will bend over backwards to make
your life easier and I can honestly say they have the best admin team I could have ever asked for.
D) couldn't be bothered moving house. This point is definitely validated in hindsight. Even though the clinical
school is great, moving house will always be a major pain.
If you have any questions about the Launceston Clinical School, feel free to get in touch with me on FB (Phiill
Collins) or email (philipr5@utas.edu.au).

LAUNCESTON
FOR BEGINNERS
by Agnes Park

To be honest, I had wanted to stay in Hobart for fourth year, mostly because I was so certain that there would
be no equivalents for Pilgrim’s Crohnut, Salamanca bars or North Hobart dinner spots in Launnie. And oh boy,
how I was wrong. I can proudly say, as a meagre 3/12 Launceston resident, that Launnie definitely has a fine
collection of things to offer.
For the Vit D
The gorge! The gorge is perfect for a quick walk in the evening to catch late afternoon sun, or a quick dip in the
pool (or the gorge itself!). The zigzag walk has an incline steep enough to get your heart going and hit your
cardio quota for the day, so hit it up with your gymbuddy; a mental health afternoon walk with a view will prove
itself far superior to your regular gym session! If you’re not particularly in the mood for physical activities, bring
a throw and some snacks for a lazy afternoon in the sun by the pool.
For 7AM-9AM
If you’re feeling like a caffeine fix or a quick lunch bite outside of the hospital, Aromas is for you. Situated right
across the hospital, they’ve got a good array of wraps, sandwiches, pies, quiches and sweets- there’ll be
something for everyone! If you have an extra couple of minutes to spare, check out Café Mondello. Café
Mondello does good, original lunches and breakfasts and a good single origin coffee. Their touch of ambiance
and outdoor seats would entice you to make that to-go coffee a have-here. Cuccina is another delightful café
that is always packed with local breakfast lovers for their big breakfasts, breakfast bagels, eggs benedict’s and
paleo muesli, amongst others. They tend to be quite packed and their kitchen closes early, so if you’re interested
to check it out, definitely book in advance! Sweet brew café in the city and Ritual coffee at the Saturday Harvest
market also do top quality coffees; Ritual, in particular, roast their own beans and have various single origins,
blends and “filter roast of the month” to make your mornings an infinitely better one.
For 12PM - late
For a perfect lunch/dinner experience, check out the award winning Stillwater. You’ll get a lovely waterfront
dining with a great ambience, on-point service and a refreshing Japanese-French influence modern Australian
food options that not stimulates your taste buds but are also oh-so visual pleasing! #instafood For the 5PM- late
The award winning Black Cow Bistro serving Tasmanian dry- aged beef and a great complimenting wine list is a
must if you’re ever in Launceston. Mudbar at Seaport serve fresh oysters from Barilla bay and the classic
waterfront view. Alchemy on George Street has a great ambience with comic book wall paper and live music on
Saturday night. For a good cocktail and a wood fired pizza right after work, look no further than Geronimo’s, just
a few blocks down from the LGH. If you appreciate the finer drinks in life, I heard Kingsway Bar does good small
batch whisky, craft beers and gins. Or maybe St John’s Bar is for you if you’re into craft beers and burgers.
Something special
Festivale, the summer al fresco food, alcohol, music and entertainment festival of Launceston gets the whole
town talking for the weeks leading up to it! It lives up to the hype with dozens of Tasmanian vineyards and craft
beer breweries on showcase alongside the various local food pop ups. Saturday Harvest Market has something
for everyone! Locally grown fresh produce, local cheese and the famous Mana bread, various bakeries and great
coffees (Ritual coffee!) and every from of breakfast imaginable; sandwiches, bagels, salads to delightful pastries.

HOBART
CLINICAL SCHOOL
When I had to move to Hobart from my rural town at the start of 1st year, to be honest I was completely
devastated. I had wanted to get out of this state, and finally live my life. But I accepted my fate and moved to
this quaint little town by the river.
The first thing I noticed was the cold. It was cold all the time! Even when I legit had the heaters on for most of
the year (RIP by bank balance). This could have been the reason my first year roommate gave me some stony
looks. As time went by, even though I settled into the uni life, and med itself, my relationship with Hobart was
still on the rocks. But as they say, it’s the people who make a place home rather than the place itself.
I am still unsure what really changed. Maybe it was the constant desire to leave this place, or maybe it was my
new found freedom/ friends, as I stepped into second year, I had come to grow fond of my life in Hobart. By the
time I was in 3rd year I had made up my mind that I would want to stay in the HCS for my clinical years. I think
I just liked the teaching at the royal, the myriad of specialities on offer here, and the surgeons whom I had come
to know. I don’t think I have ever been so excited in my life as the moment I first saw a live heart beating before
my own eyes.. But it wasn’t just the charm of the theatres that won me over, there were some other factors
outside of uni that captured me too.
But let’s talk more about what the HCS really is, and if I think I made the right decision by choosing to stay in
Hobart. Before we begin – I did make the right decision, I’m loving it in Hobart.
The school itself and the hospital:
- There has been an ongoing rumour ever since the advent of these clinical schools that the HCS is not
supportive. I have personally have not found this to be the case as the HSC is quite understanding and helpful in
time any time of need.
- The RHH being a tertiary hospital has a lot more to offer than some other hospitals in the state. Although it
can be a little bit competitive in regards to getting hands-on experience when you are surrounded by interns
and RMOs, if you show enough interest, the senior doctors are always happy to get you involved.
- The nursing staff are a great avenue for help when it comes to finding patients to speak to, helping you scrub
in, or even opportunities for procedural experience in things like venepucture and cannulation.
Verdict: a keen student is very hard to miss! Show interest and it won’t matter where you are, the teaching
quality will always remain high.
Some of the drawbacks:
- Compared to the other clinical schools, Hobart comes with the biggest price tag. Accommodation will set you
back significantly more than it would in Launceston, and without the rent assistance received by our Rural
Clinical School mates, you might have to watch your budget.
- The Royal is also under construction (which seems to me a bit more like destruction), and this has had a large
effect on the daily workings of the hospital. Furthermore, access from Campbell street is no longer possible, and
many of our favourite shortcuts have demolished, so you may have to relearn your way around a bit.
- Finally, this is a downside experienced at all three clinical schools – being separated from your mates. You
make such awesome friends during your first three years at uni, and it sucks to have them run off to the other
end of the state. But fear not, you’ll still have plenty of opportunities to catch up at med events, and it gives you
a good excuse to visit Burnie. Nothing can overcome the power of friendship.
I won’t talk a lot about Hobart itself as most of you reading this article will have already lived here for 3 years or
will be planning to! The night life is pretty great, the usual places like Preachers and Grape are always a go to.

EATING HOBART
by Gabrielle Brailsford
For those of you who have lived in Tasmania your whole lives, the wonders of Hobart will be all too familiar. For
those of us who have relocated to Hobart for the wonderful life sentence that is medicine, you will have shown
around many an eager visitor (Mount Wellington, Cascade Brewery etc etc.). And so, I thought I would skip that
part and talk about what I like to do the most - EAT AND DRINK!
Funky New Places to Drink
- Rude Boy, Elizabeth Street ("Mid-Town') - Funky Cuban-style bar/eatery that has many exotic cocktails on the
menu. YES, you can get a spiced rum espresso frappe and YES you can buy a litre of it if you want to.
- Kentucky Rain, Elizabeth Street - Another hot-spot serving
American-influenced cocktails along with some more local
craft beers and ciders. See image --> of their espresso
martini as we search for the best one in Hobart!
- Micro-brewery Heaven - The age of the craft ale is upon us
and Hobart is an enthusiast's paradise. Check out Shambles
Brewery, T-Bone and the Hobart Brewing Co.
Meaty Feasts
- Crumb Street Diner, New Town Road - The Crumb Street Team have re-opened their doors for breakfast, lunch
and dinner! Mouth-watering selection of slo-cooked meats, loaded fries and a couple of veggo selections (fish and
tofu!) washed down with a cheeky 'spressi mart (Patten, 2016). Also very reasonably priced!
- The Tickled Rib, Elizabeth Street - In their words, 'Authentic wood fired American Bbq Tassie style. All meats are
sourced locally where possible and smoked over Cherry and Apple wood from the Huon Valley.' YES PLEASE.
Last I heard they were also going to be opening their doors at the Pagan Cider cellar door in Cygnet. Also, right
next door to Kentucky Rain so make a night of it!
Other Delightful Gems That Should Be Mentioned
- Little Missy Patisserie, Argyle Street - I walk past this place everyday and the only thing I can really say is GO
THERE and TREAT YOURSELF.
- Providence, Newdegate Street - Just off the North Hobart strip, this little gem often gets forgotten about. But is
actually really worth a visit. My favourite is the porridge but it is an egg lovers paradise with a menu full of eggy
delights! It also doesn't tend to be as busy as some of the cafes along Elizabeth Street.
- MYU Easy Bites, New Town Road - This tiny little asian restaurant is a run by a husband and wife duo and the
food is BOMB. The menu is tiny but perfectly curated, hence why it is always very busy and you should definitely
call to book. Think delicious Bao and tender beef rendang. I now take everyone who comes to visit me here and
the reviews are always amazing.
Hearth, Montpelier Street - Hearth is a pizza and small plates restaurant that has replaced Monty's on Montpelier.
I actually went here for the first time last night and was VERY IMPRESSED. The food was great quality and there
is something to suit everybody - a great place for groups of friends. We spent around 30-35$ each including wine,
which is not bad for excellent food in the heart of Salamanca with cosy fires. I'm a big eater (can you tell?!) and
went to bed very satisfied!
I literally could go on forever.. stay tuned for more next issue!

SPORTS REPORT
by Henry West
TUMSS has had a cracker start to this year’s Tri-Faculty Sports Shield. In its 3rd year of competition, the shield
is as strong as ever. The first sport of the year was cricket and as per usual with the Shield we were to face Law
and Engi in a 15/15 over format. Numbers were initially low for TUMSS and alarm bells were ringing when we
were sent into bat against Engi with 5 players present. Some swift negotiation between captains resulted in a
favourable outcome for TUMSS, and some last minute additions from the Rural Clinical School saw TUMSS
come away with victory by a good number of runs. Damon Jones and Campbell Stewart were stand out batsmen
in the first game and Gabby Reardon put in a great showing in the outfield in her first cricket appearance to
date.
In TUMSS’ second game, and the last for a long day at the Cornelian Bay fields, the format was changed to
10/10 overs due to slow play over the initial games and TUMSS was again sent in to bat first against Law. A
swift start to batting ensued and we were on track to put on a good score for Law to chase. Thomas Whitton put
up a great display with a handful of boundaries and a commanding display of athleticism that harked back to
his Hutchins School Second XI days. The crowd was also appreciative of the efforts of Campbell Stewart who
was unlucky to be sent back to the sheds early after a fiery start to his efforts. TUMSS ended up putting on 68
runs from the 10 overs, a number the team were happy with. Law commenced their innings well and they rapidly
put on the half-century. TUMSS was having success with the ball however and swiftly removed 5 of their
batsmen, mainly thanks to the well trained and disciplined arms of Damon Jones and Campbell Steward. It was
going to be a tight finish with Law needing 3 runs off the last ball for victory. The 8 players TUMSS had present
were all on the boundary praying the ball wouldn’t slip through any of the large gaps between fielders.
Unfortunately your correspondent failed to stop a strong cover drive from the Law batsman and Law escaped
with the victory by just one run. TUMSS was disappointed to go down by such a tight margin but we knew that
had our full squad showed up we would have had no issues taking a win against Law.
Next sport is netball on the 5th of May. We will again play Law and Engi at this classic Commonwealth Realm
sport. A strong team has been assembled and we are expecting a strong showing from TUMSS.
Get along to the UTAS netball courts at Sandy Bay, 1pm onwards on 5th of May. It is a great social event with
some beers shared between teams and supporters after the day has finished
To join the netball squad email sports@tumss.org.au
Henry West
TUMSS Sports Rep.
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The 13th Annual Medical Symposium is on the 13th & 14th of May! Our purpose is to inspire future medical
professionals to further enhance the developing health system by promoting good health in the society.
Medivision is a unique organization that assists medical students to broaden their horizon by participating in
innovative and interesting talks from highly acclaimed medical professionals from all around the world. We are
run by students for students! Ticket sales will be going up soon! We hope to see you joining us for what’s
shaping up to be a great conference with heaps of inspiring talks, great workshops and a spectacular cocktail
evening!!

TASMANIAN LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR
TLDS Get pumped. Get excited. Get down to TLDS. This year, the Tasmanian Leadership Development Seminar
(TLDS) is back, and it has a range of speakers that aspiring leaders could only dream of (but dream no longer,
because it is actually here!). Speakers include the Hon. Michael Ferguson MP, Tasmanian Health Minister; the
Hon. Andrew Wilkie MP, Independent Federal Member for Denison; Dr Michael Gannon, President of the
Australian Medical Association (AMA); Rob Thomas, President of the Australian Medical Students' Association;
with more female speakers to be announced over the coming months. When is it? Saturday July 29th What is
it? TLDS is a leadership initiative of the AMSA and Academic departments of TUMSS. It began several years
ago, and has become a highlight of the TUMSS academic calendar. It is different to careers night and electives
night in that our main focus is providing an event that will truly inspire (and entertain) medical students. Where
is it? The Menzies A bit about the speakers so far: The Hon. Michael Ferguson MP, Tasmanian Health Minister:
he delivered pizzas as his first job, and before entering politics he was a teacher is public secondary schools in
Tasmania. He holds degrees in Applied Science and Education, and was the CEO of the Clifford Craig Medical
Research Trust. The Hon. Andrew Wilkie MP, Independent Federal Member for Denison: Wilkie trained at the
Royal Military College in Duntroon, graduating in ’84. He joined the Young Liberals while a cadet, pursued a
career in intelligence, and very notably resigned from his position as a protest against the Iraq war. By 2004 he
was a member of the Australian Greens, and stood unsuccessfully with them for the Australian senate in 2007.
He resigned from the party in 2008, criticising it for a “lack of professionalism,” and stood as an Independent for
the seat of Denison, which he holds to this day. Hope to see you all there!

This Thursday, May the 4th (be with you), is the TUMSS Careers Expo! Come join us and hear speakers from a
variety of specialities, learn about college training programmes, engage in a panel discussion on career skills and
enjoy a free dinner! It’ll be more useful than your appendix, guaranteed! Reserve your free ticket now at
ti.to/tumss to secure your free dinner.

